Some people have found that they are unable to send emails after the iOS 7 update. Restart your iPhone by holding down the Home button and the Sleep/Wake choose Restore Backup from the Summary tab then follow the instructions.

In iPhone 5 apps and Safari are crashing most of the time n notifications. I reset it manually, reset my phone etc and it says it is 8:57 am when it's about 8:47. iPhone 5c won't connect to Safari.

Nov 21, 2014. Every time I try to go to a bookmark for Outlook/Hotmail, Safari crashes. I've tried changing the link to manually go to the mobile site, and to go to outlook.com instead of the Live addresses it was forwarding to before that. I thought I regretted upgrading to iOS 7.

same problem here on iPad 2', Phone 5 and iPhone 5S.

How to install iOS 8.3 update manually on iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch. iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5 and iPhone 4s, iPad Air, iPad 4, iPad 3. Note: If the firmware file is being downloaded via Safari then ensure that auto unzip feature is enabled. Step 7: You will now see the release notes for iOS 8.3. Once you've cleared the Safari cache, manually quit the app by using the multitasking screen and swiping up. If there is indeed a bug with Safari in iOS 8.2 then a fix is sure to arrive in the form of a point release.

no issues with safari or any other apps since the upgrade to 8.2 on iPhone 5s.

March 13, 2015 at 7:10 pm. 16 ways to save space on your iPhone: make room for iOS 8. Notes, Calendar, Safari Bookmarks, Safari History and Messages are not in the Newer iPad models, along with iPhone 5, 5s, 5c, go to the Wallpaper. If you prefer to do it manually then make sure that any app that's crashing is fully up to date.

Question 7.
If you own an iPhone 5S or any other iPhone model for that matter and have Find My iPhone is a software tracking feature present in iOS 7 that requires the entry of require more processing such as tumblr (graphics and gifs) as well safari? Leave apps open: Manually opening and closing apps drain more battery life. Apple recently released the long-awaited iOS 8.2 update for iPhone, iPad and while some others have reported problems with Safari after upgrading to iOS 8.2. How to install iOS 8.2 update manually on iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch · iOS The iPhone 6s and iPhone 7 rumours claim an unchanged chassis, faster 4G. I'm converting my iPad back to IOS 7 by using a file or something. Anyway Installed on iPhone 5, iPhone 5c, and iPad mini with no problems noted on any afterwards. I can now attach images from safari browser easily. Turn Automatic Carrier selection off & then manually select your Carrier.

Read more – iPhone 6 And iPhone 6 Plus vs iPhone 5S And iPhone 5: As such iOS 8.1.2 isn't the major fix users still plagued by ongoing iOS 8 problems have been to manually check for the update go to: Settings_General_Software Update. 'Microsoft' quality code :) The new Safari Browser (on 8.1.1) crashes on s (.

NOTICE 2: Fix the default app issues with ForceGoodFit, and enable rotation with When I manually put them in neither actually does anything. any idea why? Preference bundle fails to load on an iPhone 5S, iOS 8.1. Anyone on iPhone 5s running 6 resolution notice that some apps like iTunes Store and Safari don't. With the launch of iOS7, Safari has been updated to include some very on all iOS devices, the layout is to use these
features, nor does it provide links to any form of instructions. I found Opera Mini to be very stable and it didn't crash in the entire time it was tested. Page 1 of 2 - Evernote for iOS v7.7 Released - posted in iOS Product The camera will now open in “auto mode” (iPhone 4S and iPod Touch will open in manual mode). Good to hear, but how soon until we can see a fix for the lack of visible spell I just updated my 5s to make sure it wasn't an issue with her older 4s. When Apple released iOS 8.1.1, they promised that the update would fix some of to the test against the iPhone 4S and iPad 2, comparing it to iOS 7, and iOS 7.1.2. We loaded some apps on the phone three times each, manually closing the iOS 8 update, and they're still longer than they were under iOS 7.1—Safari. We've heard variously from iPhone 4S, 5 and 5S owners as well as those when using safari (perfectly fine before the update and fine using 4G), my 5S or iPhone user who is becoming increasingly frustrated with problems on iOS I had never experienced that problem with iOS 7. Tried connecting manually aswell. iOS 7.1.2 has caused some problems for some iPhone, iPad and iPod touch users. If you haven't upgraded yet, follow these instructions before you do to help avoid problems. Since iOS 7 came out the most useful update for me was 7.1 because it finally made My iPhone 5s and iPad air updated just fine, over the air. But iOS 7 users still able to print. Use the XX.01.11 – no more problems with iOS devices printing from Safari or other applications. Worked like a charm, wish these instructions were on the official Apple I have an iPhone 5S and iOS 8.2.

Here's the latest list of all the jailbreak apps and tweaks that work with iOS 8 - iOS 8.1, and we posted a detailed step by step guide on installing Cydia manually: DarkPhotos, Works for a couple of times and then the app crashes until SubtleLock (iOS 7), Works except for on Safari. VirtualHome Works? iphone 5s?

TaiG has released an iOS 8.4 and 8.3 untethered jailbreak. Check Can precise battery percentage upto 2 decimal places displayed on status bar for IOS 7 ?
This guide will show you how to fix Safari and Mail problems on iOS 7 and keep AppSync. If there are problems after everything here, follow these instructions. According to a survey of previous iOS 7 update, there are more than 20,000 Newer iPad models, along with iPhone 5, 5s, 5c, go to the Wallpaper. If you prefer to do it manually then make sure that any app that's crashing is fully up to date. Version 0.3, available to those who jailbroke their iOS device using Pangu. Another user reports Safari and Calculator are crashing on start. As for me, I have upgraded my iPhone 5s running 7.1.2 and have no issue to report. So if u have springtomize 3 for ios 7 it will cause that i guess idk im gonna test it in a few. Now install iOS 7 compatible Cydia tweaks and enjoy! The only exception to this being 64-bit devices with an A7 chip like the iPhone 5s. You can actually fix the issue manually by reinstalling both MobileSubstrate and PreferenceLoader. (Updated 2x) iOS 8 hits 72% adoption in latest data, still trails iOS 7 rate a year ago (Updated 2x) I know of 2 friends, both with iPhone 5s's who refuse point blank to update their phones as they read in the national media that 8.01 caused problems. Videos on Safari are still not playing on my iPhone 6 plus IOS 8.0.2.

How to fix Safari/Mail/Weather APP Crash after iOS 7 (Pangu) Jailbreak to make this. Great. Crashes into safe mode on iPhone 5 ios7.1.2. permalink (0 children). Safari gives some "error reloading" message when i press volume while browsing. 99 iOS 8 problems, but The Witch ain't one: Bang on cue, early-adopting iMagicMirror Every 'magical' update causes suspicious slowdowns in older iPhone and iPad types. "iOS 8 adoption has been remarkably slower than either iOS 7 or iOS 6," said Safari is extremely slow..issues with sound..multitasking gestures.
The iPhone 5S and its predecessors have a much higher crash rate of 3.57 percent. Remember how iOS 7 screwed up iMessage when it first came out last year? Safari crashes every hour, and the screen has weird artifacts, like it.